
Thorough pre-production equips us to 
run the video shoot efficiently. But we’re 
journalists first, so we’re always listening 

to ask follow-up questions that elicit 
a richer vein of content gold that only 

presents itself on the day.

The SUDDENLY 
team begins content 

ideation to clearly 
define the audience, 

message, creative 
approach and 

platforms.

The production equipment is chosen, to best 
deliver on the project. We share visual references 

to ensure you get the right treatment for your 
distribution channels and content style.

A storyboard or 
moodboard is created 

to give an easily 
communicable visual 
representation of how 

the video will take 
shape.

Scripting for the shoot is 
constructed to detail what will 

be asked or said during the 
shooting process.

A production schedule 
comes together to outline 
how the shoot will run and 

what assets will be produced 
in the right specs for your 

distribution channels.

A fact-finding meeting to 
understand your needs 

and objectives.

1 LISTEN
We dig deeper for 

opportunities to talk to more 
audiences and help you achieve 

multiple objectives. 

2 UNCOVER

The brief, budget and schedule 
are presented back to you and 
the project is signed-off – with 

feedback incorporated.

A formal kick-off meeting 
with the relevant SUDDENLY 
team is held to outline roles, 

responsibilities and deliverables.

5 KICK-OFF
3 IDEATE4 RECOMMEND

6 SCOUT 7 CAST 8 EQUIP

9 VISUALISE10 WRITE11 PLAN

12 ORGANISE

13 SCHEDULE 14 SHOOT!

Locations for the 
shoot are scouted 

and agreed on, with 
many aesthetic, aural 
and logistical factors 

considered.

Talent is discussed and agreed 
upon, whether articulate storytellers 
from inside your business or actors 

that align to your brand.

The SUDDENLY production team 
creates a detailed shot list, so all 
relevant footage can be filmed 

efficiently on the shoot.

All of the steps 
above will lead to a 
host of admin jobs, 
including booking 

travel and locations 
and applying for 

relevant permits and 
insurance.

START

FINISH

THE                          PRE-PRODUCTION THE                          PRE-PRODUCTION 
All the essential steps we take before picking up the camera.

4 things to 
define in the 
pre-production 
phase
From final costs to a 
production schedule, 
here’s what to lock in 
before you shoot a video.

CONTENT DELIVERABLES
A comprehensive list of the 
final deliverables (asset 
type, specs, and length, 
E.g. 15 second Instagram 
story video in 9:16)

SCHEDULE
A production schedule 
that defines what’s 
happening throughout 
the process so you know 
exactly when you’re 
receiving final assets.

COST BREAKDOWN
A clear scope of work and 
final costs to ensure you 
know how your budget is 
being spent. 

CREATIVE APPROACH
A presentation doc 
outlining visual style, 
interview questions and 
strategic objectives.


